03 avalanche fuel pump

Tressa answered 5 years ago. Good to know - it is kind of habit to try something like pumping
the pedal when the engine does not start. I have a z71 Chevy avalanche how can I tell if it's the
fuel pump or fuel filter. My 02 avalanche started sputtering acting like it was out of gas going
down the highway. After pulling over and putting gas in it ran fine for about 5 miles then started
again. I pulled over and le I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Avalanche question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Chevrolet Avalanche Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Feed Pipe O-Ring. Fuel Filler Neck.
Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Filter Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Level Sensor. Fuel Line
Clip. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line O-Ring. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Line Set. Fuel Pump. Fuel
Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Complete Kit. Fuel Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Control Module
Connector. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel
Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Sender Connector. Fuel Sender
Control Module Connector. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel
Tank Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY
Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Dorman Fuel Line - Rear. Click to Enlarge. Dorman Fuel Line.
Features: Safely replaces the original fuel line to fix fuel leaks Durable design - withstands
tough underhood and undercar conditions Comprehensive solutions - this fuel line is part of a
diverse collection of fuel line repair solutions. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Catalog: B. Vehicle Chevrolet Avalanche Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Avalanche Catalog: Q. I
bought this part for my husband and he put it on his truck a little over a week ago. He says it's a
great product and works perfect. Easy instalaion for him also. I bought this online through
partsgeek and it was the easiest way yo shop and get quality parts i will buy again , next is my
infiniti brakes and rotors. This was a great purchase. Price was good, and delivery got here in a
timely manner. I would recommend this product to any one who needs a fuel pump. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Fuel Cap Tester
Adapter. Fuel Feed Pipe O-Ring. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Filter Set. Fuel
Level Sending Unit. Fuel Level Sensor. Fuel Line. Fuel Line Clip. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line
O-Ring. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Line Set. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Complete Kit. Fuel
Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Control Module Connector. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump
Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Sender
Assembly. Fuel Sender Connector. Fuel Sender Control Module Connector. Fuel Sending Unit.
Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank
Strap. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Action Crash. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra
Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Fuel Pump. Click to Enlarge.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP Fuel Pump. Features: OE Style for easy
replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation. API Fuel Pump. Brute
Power Fuel Pump. Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon
ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch
Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards as our
OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually
eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate under
extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life
All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and
performance. Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump.
Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are
made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing
procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented
high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to
corrosive fuel blends and additives. Airtex Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump.
Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of
premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi
recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit

FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top
automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly.
Product List Price:. Product Remark: Internal Fuel Screen. Features: Acetal cover can
accommodate mm tank opening to permit integrated filter in reservoir Single stage turbine
pump provides quiet, energy efficient operation Active reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure
jet pump to maintain fuel supply in reservoir Passive reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the
reservoir at low-fuel volumes High capacity filter media helps supply clean fuel to the injection
system Available serviceable in-tank fuel filter for markets with poor qualit. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. AC Delco Fuel Pump. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features: Matches the fit
and function of the original equipment fuel pump on specified vehicles Made of quality
materials for a long service life Offers original equipment quality at a competitive price Rigorous
testing to ensure reliable performance. Denso Fuel Pump. Action Crash Fuel Pump - Rear.
Action Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part.
Airtex EM. March 10th, Posted by Great Product. March 16th, Posted by Perfect. December 16th,
Posted by banbcrawf -Fuel pump for Avalanche. Catalog: E. Vehicle Chevrolet Avalanche
Catalog: S. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Avalanche Catalog: Q. Catalog: P. Catalog: B. Delphi is a
global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height
and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: A. Catalog: D.
Vehicle Notes Chevrolet Avalanche Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to
ensure you find the parts that fit your vehicle. The fuel pump removes fuel from the tank and
pressurizes it for use in the fuel delivery system. On older vehicles, a mechanical fuel pump
driven by the camshaft was used. On most modern vehicles, an electronic pump located in the
tank pumps the fuel directly from the tank through the rest of the system. It is activated as soon
as you turn the key to create fuel pressure for startup. If you try to start your car and it won't
fire, listen near your fuel tank when you turn the key on. If your fuel pump is no longer turning
on or is failing, you may hear a whining noise or no noise at all from the fuel tank. If it is still
working intermittently, you may also notice misfires or a rough running engine that may stall.
Skip to content. Filter By. Electric Or Mechanical Electric Mechanical Flow Rate GPH 10 gph 5
gph 3 gph 3 11 gph 4 12 gph 26 gph 3 13 gph 5 14 gph 14 15 gph 38 16 gph 20 17 gph 19 18 gph
47 19 gph 16 20 gph Voltage V 12 Volt Outlet Diameter in 0. Outlet Diameter mm 10mm 12mm 1
13mm 3 16mm 1 8mm 9mm 1 M Inlet Diameter mm 10mm 12 14mm 1 15mm 1 6mm 15 8mm 74
9mm 1 M Car Select A Vehicle. Search With Vehicle. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare.
Car Check Vehicle Fit. Load More. Removing the gas tank in a Chevrolet Avalanche is
straightforward, as the tank is located under the truck. The fuel tank is susceptible to debris, as
gasoline from the gas station may have debris and sediment that has accumulated in the tank.
This debris can build over time and cause the fuel pump to malfunction or cause the truck to
receive poor fuel economy. Open the hood to access the battery. Disconnect the battery with a
socket wrench. Ensure the positive and negative cables are disconnected. Chock the front
wheels to prevent the truck from moving while it is raised. Place the chocks to the front of the
wheels. Place a jack to the back of the truck, under the differential, and raise it high enough to
place jack stands under the axle. Lower the truck onto the jack stands. Place a jack under the
gas tank at the back of the truck, which is under the bed, and raise it so the fulcrum of the jack
is just under the gas tank. This will help to lower the jack once the straps are removed. Unbolt
the the two straps holding the tank up with a socket wrench. There will be four bolts to remove.
Lower the tank slightly to access the wires, lines and hoses on top of the tank. Disconnect each
of the lines by pulling the quick-disconnect fittings apart. Ensure all the lines, wires and hoses
are pulled away from the tank. Unscrew the hose clamp on the back of the fuel tank with a
flat-tip screwdriver. This hose is the fuel filler hose. Pull the hose off the tank. Gregory Crews
has been in the film industry for three years and has appeared in more than 38 major motion
pictures and 16 television shows. He also writes detailed automotive tutorials. His expertise in
the automotive industry has given him the skills to write detailed technical instructional articles.
Step 1 Open the hood to access the battery. Step 2 Chock the front wheels to prevent the truck
from moving while it is raised. Step 3 Place a jack to the back of the truck, under the differential,
and raise it high enough to place jack stands under the axle. Step 4 Place a jack under the gas

tank at the back of the truck, which is under the bed, and raise it so the fulcrum of the jack is
just under the gas tank. Step 5 Unbolt the the two straps holding the tank up with a socket
wrench. Step 6 Lower the tank slightly to access the wires, lines and hoses on top of the tank.
Step 7 Unscrew the hose clamp on the back of the fuel tank with a flat-tip screwdriver. Lower
the tank to the ground to pull it out from under the truck. Chocks Jack Jack stands Socket
wrench Socket set. Use caution working around gasoline, as it is highly toxic and flammable.
For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads
and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge
Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE
expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump
ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet
Avalanche Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10
results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. When
picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Since , Bosch
has developed innovative productsâ€”in Feb 07, The Fuel Pump install. Easy to install just
deciding to do the work and not being afraid to get a little dirty. My 19 yr old son fit it with not
much experience. Hector Cervantes. Purchased on Jan 06, Dec 16, Works well, fit is excellent.
Delivered in a nominal time. Perfect fit, no modifications needed on the Avalanche. Being
almost all customers will have this corrosion issue with old tank units, I would recommend you
throw two, one pressure and one return plastic, locking clips that go inside the connectors. That
would be a perfect, perfect fit. Good job though. Daniel Dalena. Purchased on Dec 04, Operating
properly correct fit and excellent service. Purchased on Nov 19, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Chevrolet Avalanche Fuel Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part.
Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit.
Shop Chevrolet Avalanche Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 27 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RC Product
Details Notes : Compatible with flex engine models. Will NOT fit gas engine models. Part
Number: BS Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 27 results. Dec 28, Quality Par
citroen c4 grand picasso headlight bulb change
1998 lincoln navigator firing order
70 ford maverick parts
ts. Just want to thank you for quality Parts on time delivery everything you said you would do
you done it thank you. Terry Jones. Purchased on Dec 15, Nov 12, Actually don't need it now,
but will keep it in case! The price was extremely affordable and the shipping was very, very
quick! Thank you! Dale Hayden. Purchased on Oct 29, Oct 25, Perfect fit works great exactly
what I ordered and came on time. Robert Hammond. Purchased on Oct 04, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. These modules use input from various sensors and coordinate with
each other to control a variety of outputs. It never failsâ€”when your car refuses to start, it
happens at the most inopportune time. Troubleshooting the problem is usually pretty
straightforward. But occasionally, a tricky diagnosis will have you pulling out your hair and
throwing wrenches. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

